THE  FREEDOM   OF  THE   CHURCH
was " to unite on a basis of freedom all men, whatever their
opinions, who were attached to the social order."
The Avenir period is by far the most interesting of Lamen-
nais' eventful life. It marks the beginning of his "real influence
as a leader and represents in many ways the most constructive
part of his thinking. It is then that he gathers round him that
band of young men who were never to shake themselves free
from his fascination and charm. However much they might
later disagree with his attitude, Montalembert, of whom more
later; Lacordaire, the golden-mouthed preacher of Notre-'
Dame; Ozanam, the Sorbonne professor of philosophy, all of
them were won to a new conception of the Church in the world,
a Church ruling men's minds not by fear or outward power
but entirely by spiritual force exercised in perfect freedom
for her and from her. " Christianity," Lacordaire exclaims,
" has no need for absolute power; truth, though persecuted,
has triumphed everywhere over error, though protected and
powerful. There is something that from its origins has been
hated, enslaved, wounded and bleeding, and which has never-
theless triumphed from its origins over all human obstacles—
and you believe that this weather-beaten something is going
to perish through freedom 1 No blasphemy can equal this; it
is a complete misunderstanding of the Galilean. Just as days
do not kill centuries so freedom does not kill God."1 And so
L?Avenir boldly stood for freedom of the Press, freedom of
conscience, Disestablishment, including the cessation of any
financial subsidies from State to Church, political freedom in
the form of universal suffrage.
Liberal Catholicism was now fairly launched. Its immediate
problem was to bring freedom into those two areas where its
absence was most keenly felt, the schools and the monastic
orders. Freedom to teach, freedom to choose your child's
school, your child's teacher, freedom for Catholics to unite
into such groups, associations, orders as they pleased—there
lay the immediate programme. Not indeed that these points
exhausted the programme: far more was needed. It meant a
complete change in Catholic policy, involving a heavy censure
1 Avenir, I2th June 1831.
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